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Solid core-liquid shell aerosol have been trapped in a
counter-propagating optical trap confirming potential coreshell morphology in the atmosphere. Mie spectroscopy can
be used to measure the core radius and film thickness to 0.5
and 1 nm precision and measure the wavelength dependent
refractive indices of silica (core) and oleic acid (shell).

characterise the optical properties of coated aerosols to further
understand their effect on the climate.
Mineral dust aerosol is one of the most prevalent sources of solid
atmospheric aerosol, it is emitted into the atmosphere at around
1000-4000 Tg per year1. Typical mineral particle diameters range
from 0.5 µm to 100 µm and contain silica13.

Silica beads of

approximately 1 µm radius were therefore selected to represent solid
Atmospherically relevant core-shell aerosol has been generated and

aerosol. Once airborne, mineral aerosol may come into contact with

studied in the laboratory with precise (± 1 nm) determination of shell

a large variety of chemical species and can become coated. Oleic

thickness. The combination of optical trapping and Mie scattering

acid is a typical organic component found in the troposphere14, and

has been used to study oleic acid coated silica beads and to

was selected as the coating material for the silica beads in this

determine the core silica size to ± 0.5 nm and the wavelength

experiment. The study reported here details the use of a counter-

dependent refractive index to an uncertainty of ~0.0008 at 589 nm.

propagating optical trap and Mie scattering to study and characterise

Oleic acid shell thickness has been determined to ± 1 nm and the

laboratory generated aerosol of silica beads coated with oleic acid.

wavelength dependent refractive index of the shell can be described
by an uncertainty of ~0.0007 at 589 nm.

There have been a number of contact and non-contact studies on
core-shell systems reported in the literature, e.g.15-27.

The most

The prevalence of aerosols in the lowest layer of the atmosphere,

relevant study is that by Hightower et al.18, who trapped glass

the troposphere, is well known1, however, their contribution to the

microspheres of ~4 µm radius in vacuum using a quadrupole trap.

Earth’s climate remains uncertain1. Aerosols contribute to the climate

The glass beads were coated in glycerine and the scattered light

in two ways; directly by scattering and absorbing solar radiation, and

intensity was recorded at a fixed angle during the evaporation of

indirectly, by acting as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and

glycerine. Changes in intensity were compared to calculations based

influencing cloud radiative properties1. Aerosols exist as a complex

on Mie theory to confirm that a concentric layered sphere was

mixture of chemicals2 and morphologies, which influences their

trapped.

ability to form CCN and scatter or absorb radiation. Organic coatings

conducted on chemicals not commonly found in the atmosphere;

are thought to exist on the surface of aerosols3-11 but direct evidence

~20 µm radius Santovac 5 (polyphenol ether) droplets coated in a

is difficult to obtain as atmospheric sampling and subsequent

layer

analytical techniques such as Electron Microscopy (EM) often require

Electrodynamic balance (EDB).

of

Other associated core-shell studies22,23 have also been

Fomblin

(perfluorinated

polyether)

levitated

in

an

contact methods which can change the morphology of the sampled

In the current study we report, to the best of our knowledge, the

aerosol. The presence of an organic coating or shell surrounding the

first optical trapping study of an atmospherically relevant (in terms of

aerosol core has the ability to influence water uptake of an aerosol11,

composition, size and trapping medium) coated solid aerosol,

the amount of scattered light12 or absorbed solar radiation and to

characterised using white light Mie scattering.

affect how the aerosol behaves in subsequent heterogeneous

dependent refractive indices of both the material that forms the

reaction with gas-phase oxidants.

coating and the core have been determined as well as the core

It is therefore important to
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aerosol radius and coating thickness. We demonstrate that core-shell

varying size and refractive index dispersion29. The error in identifying

aerosol may form in the atmosphere.

the position of the global minimum was propagated to the reported

A vertically aligned counter-propagating optical trap was used to

errors in particle size and refractive index. There is an excellent

trap individual silica beads (Bangs Laboratories, SS04N, Lot number

agreement between the calculated and experimental Mie spectrum,

7920, non-porous, 1.035 µm radius) in dry nitrogen (relative humidity

as evidenced by the root mean square value of χ = 0.1764 nm, (the

< 10 %) as a proxy for mineral dust. The optical trapping of silica

average difference in wavelength per peak between the calculated

beads has been studied in detail by Rkiouak et al28. Of the 35 silica

and experimental peak positions29) and the traces in Figure 1. The

beads captured in our study, the surface of 17 beads were coated

determination of the wavelength dependent dispersion for the oleic

with a thin film of oleic acid. Three of these coated beads were

acid is specific to our experimental conditions and, as such, is ideally

selected, at random, for detailed characterisation and analysis. The

suited for application to the core-shell model rather than using a

optical set-up has been described in detail in a previous publication29

literature value reported at a single wavelength.

and will only be briefly discussed here. Once trapped, the aerosol is

Following the determination of the wavelength dependent

illuminated with white light from an LED, and the backscattered light

dispersion of an oleic acid droplet, the next step was to trap a silica

from the particle is collected and directed into a spectrograph to

bead and characterise its size and wavelength dependent refractive

produce a Mie spectrum as shown in Figure 1.

index. The trapping cell was cleaned and dried and silica beads were

To use core-shell Mie theory for determining the oleic acid shell

atomised and carried to the cell in nitrogen. A single silica bead was

thickness the dispersion of refractive index of silica particles and oleic

optically trapped in air and illuminated with white LED light, resulting

acid droplets were measured separately and these values were then

in a Mie spectrum, as shown in Figure 2. Mie theory was then used to

applied to the core-shell Mie calculation without further change.

model the experimental data. The determined refractive index for

Silica is optically well characterised; however, the refractive index of a

the silica bead shown in Figure 2 is 1.3664 at 589 nm which is in

silica bead can vary depending on the method of manufacture,

agreement with other studies32,33 (1.3732 and 1.3933) conducted on

specifically at the surface of the bead. Values of refractive index for

silica beads from the same manufacturer.

oleic acid at the sodium D line are widely available in the literature30
but the wavelength dependent dispersion is not well reported.

Fig.1	
  A	
  typical	
  experimental	
  Mie	
  spectrum	
  is	
  shown	
  in	
  the	
  lower	
  trace	
  (red)	
  for	
  
an	
  optically	
  trapped	
  oleic	
  acid	
  droplet.	
  	
  The	
  upper	
  trace	
  (black)	
  is	
  the	
  calculated	
  
Mie	
  theory	
  model	
  for	
  a	
  trapped	
  droplet	
  of	
  radius	
  1.0551	
  µm,	
  having	
  a	
  refractive	
  
!"#"
!×!"!
index	
  dispersion	
  of,	
  𝑛 = 1.4554 + ! + ! .	
  
!

!

Fig.2	
  The	
  lower	
  two	
  traces	
  (black)	
  show	
  a	
  typical	
  experimental	
  Mie	
  spectrum	
  for	
  
an	
  optically	
  trapped	
  silica	
  bead	
  (lowest	
  trace)	
  and	
  its	
  Mie	
  model	
  (trace	
  above)	
  for	
  
a	
   silica	
   bead	
   of	
   0.9559	
  
µm	
   radius,	
   with	
   a	
   refractive	
   index	
   dispersion	
   of,	
   𝑛 =
!"#$
!×!"!
1.3548 + ! + ! .	
   	
   The	
   upper	
   two	
   traces	
   (red)	
   represent	
   a	
   coated	
  
!
!
experimental	
   Mie	
   spectrum	
   (lower	
   trace)	
   after	
   140	
   seconds	
   exposure	
   to	
   oleic	
  
acid	
   vapour	
   and	
   the	
   core-‐shell	
   Mie	
   model	
   (uppermost	
   trace)	
   for	
   a	
   6	
   nm	
   thick	
  
oleic	
  acid	
  film	
  on	
  the	
  core	
  silica	
  bead.	
  

	
  
Table 1 Radii and refractive index dispersions for an oleic acid droplet and
three individual silica beads obtained using Mie theory31
To determine the refractive index dispersion of oleic acid, a 0.1
gL-1 solution of sodium chloride was atomised and dried to produce

Species Radius / µm

Aitken nuclei in nitrogen which were passed over a heated oleic acid

Oleic acid

reservoir held at a temperature of between 120-130°C. The flow was

Silica 1

then cooled to produce oleic acid droplets that were carried in
nitrogen into the trapping cell. An oleic acid droplet was trapped

Silica 2

and grown in size through collisions with other oleic acid droplets
until it was ~2 µm in diameter.

A typical Mie spectrum for the

Silica 3

resulting trapped droplet of oleic acid is shown in Figure 1. Mie
theory31 was used to model the measured Mie spectrum and

a

1.0551 ±
0.0004
0.957 ±
0.0005
0.9493±
0.0005
0.9559 ±
0.0005

A

B / nm2

1.4554 ± 4565 ± 70
0.0005
1.3587 ± 3250 ± 100
0.0007
1.3609 ± 2995 ± 35
0.001
1.3548 ± 3720 ± 50
0.001

C/ nm4

χ / nm

8

0.1764

1 × 108

0.3715

8

0.3729

1 × 108

0.3136

1 × 10

1 × 10

Footnote text.

determine the droplet radius and the wavelength dependent
refractive index of oleic acid. The dispersion relation was found by

Following determination of the parameters in Table 1, the

numerically determining the global minimum in deviation between

trapped silica beads were coated with oleic acid by producing a

experimental data and the calculated Mie theory spectrum when

supersaturation of oleic acid vapour in the trapping environment. A
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flow of nitrogen was passed over a heated oleic acid reservoir

presence of a 1 nm oleic acid film on a trapped silica bead > 1 nm.

(between 110-130°C) and subsequently cooled to room temperature

Peak shifts arising from changes in the refractive index of the

and directed into the trapping cell, where the oleic acid condensed

surrounding medium i.e. the difference of a bead being trapped in

on to the surface of the silica bead to form a uniform thin film. Mie

dry or moist air result in peak shifts of < 1 nm. It is also assumed that

spectra were recorded throughout the coating process to assess film

the trapped particle is spherical, as we do not observe splitting or

formation and measure film thickness.

broadening of the Mie peaks 38,39.

On exposure to a supersaturated environment of gaseous oleic

From the detailed analysis of three experimental spectra, the

acid the position of the Mie peaks shifted to longer wavelengths in

agreement between our calculated results using core-shell Mie

comparison to that of uncoated silica, which was indicative of thin

theory34,35 and our experimental data indicates that we have

film formation. An example spectrum illustrating this shift is shown

successfully formed a concentric coating of oleic acid on an optically

in Figure 2 for a 6 nm oleic acid film. The experimental shifts for each

trapped silica bead. The coating is also seen to increase in thickness

peak in the spectrum throughout the coating process can be seen in

with increasing exposure time to a supersaturated vapour of oleic

Figure 3. With increasing exposure time to gaseous oleic acid, the

acid. It is likely that this geometry will exist naturally if it formed in

experimental

the laboratory from atmospheric proxies of silica and oleic acid and

peak

positions

shifted

to

longer

wavelengths,

indicative of an increase in film thickness. Core-shell Mie theory34,35

therefore could be influential in the atmosphere.

was used to determine the film thickness at selected time points

The ability to generate core-shell aerosol and assess shell growth

throughout the experiment and is highlighted in Figure 3. The film

combined with the determination of the wavelength dependent

thickness increases with prolonged exposure time to oleic acid and

refractive index of both the core aerosol and the shell indicates an

the measured film thickness increases from 3 nm to 11 nm ± 1 nm for

important

the selected time points in Figure 3.

Previous studies on larger

understanding the impact of coated aerosol on the atmosphere.

particles have observed a poorer quality of fit with increasing film

Further studies into different core-shell systems and heterogeneous

thickness for thicker films17,20.

reactions are required to verify the hypothesis.

Kaiser et al.20, stated the different

densities of the coating and core material could influence formation
of a non-concentric coating.

step

in

atmospheric

chemistry,

towards

further
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